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FOREWORD

At a meeting in Helsinki in October 1979, more
extensive collaboration in the building and
installation sector was recommended by the
Department of Trade and Industry in Helsinki
and the Swedish Council for Building Research in
Stockholm.
Some month later, Vidar Westerholm, EKONO,
Helsinki, proposed controlling ventilation by
co 2 -content and studying function and profitability in a test building.
The special controlling eqipment necessary was
provided by EKONO's filial branch in Seattle,
U.S.A, and EKONO's new office-building in Otnas,
outside Helsinki, was selected as suitable premises.
The following persons have participated in the
work- and consultative group from Helsinki:
Vidar Westerholm

EK ONO

Antero Punttila

EK ONO

Leena Kuusela

EK ONO

And from Stockholm:
Bo Gostring

The Trade Association for
the Swedish Mechanical and
Electrical Engineering
Industry

Thomas Lindvall

The National Institute of
Environmental Medicine

Jan Sundell

The National Board of
Occupational Safety and
Health.

Leif Tegman

The National Board of
Physical Planning and
Building.

Nina Dawidowicz from the Swedish Council for
Building Research has been the research secretary.
I should like to thank all participants for their
extraordinarily good and stimulating co-operation,
wich I consider has contributed towards very good
research results.
Stockholm. July 1982
David Sodergren
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SUMMARY

Large savingsin the cost of construction and
operation could be made if ventilation were
adapted to the prevailing need. Ventilation o f
empty rooms is a frequent extravagance.
Amongst the most promising of present possibi l ities
for indicating occupancy, a~d thus the ventilation
need, is that of measuring the level of carbon
dioxide.
The project includes a test wi th eqipment fo=
co -control of the outdoor air-flow in an office
2
building.
At the sarae time as the air-f l ow througt the
building i s r e g ulated , so t hat ~h e fix ed c o2- l evel
i s ma in t ained, t he presenc e of o th er p o lluta nt s
has been checked, futhermore, l ocal concentra t ions
of co have been registered. No distur bin con c en2
trations have been discovered in any c ase.
The office employees have been asked t heir op i nion
o f the indoor climate under normal circumstanses,
and during C0 2 -contr olled a i r-flow. There has been
no significane diff erence.
The test has shown t h at the method works satisfactoirly. Due to energy savin g, the eq i pment
would pay for itselt within about a year, but
this depends on the design of the current
construction.
The need for development of c omponents and systems
has been analyzed. In the opinion of the vent i lation branch, it is possible to i ntroduce the
principle with the selection o f componen t s
available at present, provided that the control
system is safe and reliable.
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INTRODUCTION

Large energy savings and impLoved comfort could
be reached if the ventilation system could be
controlled, so that the air-flow was constantly
adjusted to the existing need.
So far,
variations in the air flow have mainly
been controlled by timers, programmed according
to anticipated requirements The temperature, or
temperature regulation has often governed the
quaitityof outdoor air.
The first rule, in order that a requirementadapted ventilation system can be developed, is
that a method for measuring the air-quality must
be found.
In the project, a carbon-dioxide measuring
instrument has been installed in the officebuilding in question and the carbon dioxide level
in the exhaust-air has controlled the quantity of
outdoor air, so that the co2-level has been
constant. The purpose of this has been to see how
the equipment functions, and at the same time, to
study other effects of air-flow regulation - for
example, how the co 2 -level can vary locally, how
other pollutants in the air can vary, how much
energy can be saved, etc.
This project has been limited to the examination
of conditions in an office building with a recirculated air system, and where air is used for
the heating system.
The building is in Helsinki, and is the base for
a firm of consultants called EKONO. The larger part
of the measuring work has been carried out by
EKONO staff, and the project has thus become an
example of valuable Research and Development
co-operation between Finland and Sweden in the
building sector.
Other work in the same field has been reported
from Japan and the U.S.A, but there are few
publications as yet. However, a preprint from
the Engineering Research Institute, Iowa State
University, U.S.A., can be mentioned here. It is
compiled by James E Woods and others, and is titled
"Subjective and objective Evaluation of a C0 2
controlled Variable Ventilation System".
The summary was written for the ASHRAE conference
in Houston, Texas, January 1982, and describes how
a co -controlled ventilation system in a wing of a
2
school-building works. The result indicates that
notable energy savings can be made without
subjective difficulties.
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2

QUALITY DEMAND FOR INDOOR IAIR

In the Royal Swedish Academy of Science's
documents from 1757, Pehr Warge tin wrote t he
following concemingven tilation req ui remen t s:
"Those who know about nature ha
unquestinable findin g s, that no
and no plant grow without ai r . F t hermore, they
cannot thrive for lon g without
change of air,
and that man also need s new andf resh air often
is equally underiable, for just as fire can not
burn in a stifted room , but die as soon as one
removes those qualities which g · e it life , in
the same way, a man cannot endu e life long without a change of atmosphere".
The air quality inside a bui l di 9 depends on
the presence of polluta nts and t e amount and
quality of outdoor-air brought i . We spend more
than 4/5 of our time indoors ; fo most of us, at
home and i:i o f fices and simi l ar uildings. Therefore from a general perspect i ve, airquality in noni n dustrial buildings is of great importance.
The standard fo r hygiene in non- ·ndustrial pl~ces
o f work cannot be used directly o eva l uate ai r
quality. In comparison with indu t rial work-places,
the group of people in quest i on · s different,
(with respect to age, health etc , and the
exposure time is often longer an more complex.
In spite of a g r eat need for a s ecial air quality
standard for non-industrial indo r -air, there are
only a few such suggestions. New materials, new
methods, chang ed subjective pref rences and
beh avior are some of the factor that must be
c o nsidered in this case.
Quality demand f or indoor-ai r in l non-in dustria l
b uildings is almost always expre ~ sed in terms of
determined outdoor-air flow, and not i n maxim'.lla
concentrations of ot~er material or p o llutants
allowed .. This simple demand phi l sophy , based o n
decades of practical experience, t presurnes tha~ air
pollution emiss i on has not incre sed, that ou~ 
door-air quality has not worsene · and that those
mar gins which the earlier applie~ outdoor-air f low
have given have not decrease d . De v elopment has , in
fact, progressed in a different l a y . Much new
building material has come i n to eing at the same
t ime as effective control of pro ucts has not t aken
place, and energy costs have f o r ed lower outdoorai r flow. In today's situatio n, ~ choice must be
made: the security margins mu st I i ther be increased
t hrough greater outdoor-air flow product control
etc., or through more effektive i se of the low
out door-air flow we have at pre s nt. co 2 -controlled
ventilation could be one solut i o .
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Among the pollutants inside buildings are odour
from people and animals, tobacco smoke, cornbution
products such as nitric oxide and carbon monoxide,
fromaldehyde, hydrocarbon and particles. (Sodergren
et al. 1981). Ionizing radiation from radon and
radon components is a problem in some buildings.
Other problems are caused by dust mites and mould
spores, which can cause allergic reaction. It is
most probable that health risks are associated not
only with individual pollutants, but more so with
the joint reaction of different pollutants and
other climatic factors.
In relation to energy, the relative importance of
ventilation has increased as a result of the fact
that today's buildings are air-tight and well
insulated co -controlled ventilation is one way
of overcoming2 ventilation losses and thereby
keeping energy consumption low - without worsening
air quality. co -controlled ventilation does,
2
however, depend on the fact that several critical
aspects are carefully considered, of which some
are biological. (Berglund, Johansson, Lindvall
1982). Firstly the control variables that are used
must be biologically based. Besides pollutants from
occupants and those from building materials,
activity and outdoor-air must be observed. Secondly, placing of sensors that monitorthe control
variables must be carried out so that an acceptable air quality is guaranteed for all occupied
parts of the building.
Taken that generation of pollutants from the
building, inventories and processes is low, the
odour criterion becomes the determining factor
for the ventilation requirement. Already 100 years
ago, Max von Pettenkoffer showed the connection
between body.odour, co2-concentration and the
number of occupants in a room. He suggested 1500
ppm co as an upper limit for acceptable air
2
quality. He considered that over that limit the
odour intensity became discomforting.
Yaglou, (et al, 1936) illustrated a somewhat
more complicated connection between odour and
people, outdoor-air flow and room volume per
person. The connections illustrated are still,
generally speaking,
the controlling factor for
the ventilation demand given in building regulations in many parts of the world. (See fig 3:3).
It has recently been maintained that the connection
between odour from people and outdoor-air flow
does not depend at all on room volume per person.
(Cain et al 1981; Madsen 1982). Cain et al.
suggested an outdoor-air flow of 4 l/s p. for
acceptable air quality, taking body odour into
consideration. This air flow gives, in balance,
a CO -level that generally agrees with
von ~ettenkoffer's suggestion, i e 1500 ppm,
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provided that the occupants are t esting,
Berglund and Lindvall (1978) s ug~e sted howev er ,
a lower limit, i e 700 ppm. It w~ s shown tha t
odour from occupants dominated t f e other odo urs
in the build:..ng if this limit wa s raised.
Apart from being used as an indid:ator of bod y
odour, co 2 can have u n healthy ef ! ects if in large
concentraeions. The up per limit f or places of
work in Sweden is 5000 ppm at p r~ sent for n o nindustrial indoor miliev, ASHRAE ( 1981 ) have a
l imit of 2500 ppm in t heir new v n tila t ion staLdards. This corresponds in balanc to a metabol i sm
of approx. 120 W, an outdoor-air requ irement of
approx 2,5 l/s p. In contrast to this , NKB
(The Nordic Committee for Bu i ldi g Regulations
1982) has given, in its guidel inT s for buildin~
regulations concering air qualitl , a demand on the
l owest outdoor-air flow as 4 l/s p. The NKB gu i del ines have begun with a suggeste act i vity l eve l
for occ u pants in the building, t •e hygienic limit
for co 2 at work, and a security f actor, (3 for
offices and 5 for houses). Accor ing to NKB ' s~rk
group, this flow can be seen as
def i nite min i mum
limit wh ich is only recommended ecause of the
great need to s a ve e n ergy at pre sent.
It seems suitable tha t in co 2 - c o • trol l ed ven ti l ation systems the limit shoula not be set hi gher
tha n the co 2 levels normally k epl in connectio~
al l y ven tilated buildings.In S c a , d inavia, ty p~cal
CO levels in office buildings a l e a maximum of
803 ppm. (Berlund, Johansson and Lindvall 1982.
Seppinen 1981). In t h e current i vest i gation ar_d
desired value o f 700 ppm has bee • chosen.
In an off ice studied by Berglund ! Johansson anc
Li ndvall (1982), co concentrat i~n varied wi th the
2
rate of occupancy, as
t other po l lutants
fo l lowed a different pattern for example, wi th
changes in the amount of reci.:rc u ation-air, thE
levels of co and c al kane s inc eased with
9
2
h e i ghtene d .re c irc ulatio n -ai r l ev 1, while NO
. x
decreased, and the pattern for o h e r organic
combinations and CO lay in-betwe n . The investi gation shows that other pollutan s than co2 must
be observed while using a co2-co trolled vent~lation sys.tern.
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3

TESTS WITH REQUIREMENT-CONTROLLED
VENTILATION

3.1

Test Building

The measurements have been taken in the newest
part of EKONO's office-building, in a suburb of
Helsinki. The building has been in use since the
e2d of 1979. The office has a gros3 area of 4 700
m , and a total volume of 14 800 m . A microprocessor computer system controls heating and
ventilation, and enables several different tests
to be carried out.
3.1.1 The Heating and Ventilation System

The ventilation system operates normally
between 08.00 and 17.00 hours with full fan-speed,
and then at half fan-speed until 20.00 hours.
The ventilation system is used to distribute
warmth throug the building. There are no
radiators, and the fan starts to operate in the
morning, according to a fixed programme that
calculates the commencement of pre-heating.
The building has up to 180 occupants, ~nd the
air supply rate is calculated at 7,3 m /s, wich
corresponds to 2,5 changes of the total air
volume per hour. The ventilation air flow for
an office occupied by one person is 32 l/s,
and for two persons 48 l/s. The air is supplied to
the office via hollow slabs, and is sucked out
through an exhaust air window, as shown in fig 3:1.

- - - - ' - · - -- · ----t---- ---~- - - - - - --->

fig 3:1

Cross-section of a typical office.
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The office employees have a =1exible working day,
beginning between 07.00 and 09.00, and finishing
between 15.00 a n d 17.00. Lunch break is half a n
hour, between 11.00 and 13.00. The canteen is
situated in a near by building.
The air leakage in the building has bee n calculated by using the tracer gas technique (N 2 0 ) . Using
100% recircul ation air, it was found thae t he
ventilation system's infiltration level was
0.15 air change/h during the winter. When t he fans
were turned off, the level decreased t o an ave r age
of 0.1 air change/h.
3.2

Indoor - air quality measurements

3.2.1 Ventil a tion control system
Three d .ifferent ventilation control systems have
been studied in t h is investigation, (fig 3:2).
1•

Constant outdoor air-flow

2.

co 2 ·-based ventilation control system.

3.

Timer system
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In the first case, the outdoor air rate was set
so that it corresponded with the minimum outdoor
air flow recommended by the National B:iilding
Code of Finland, (fig 3:3) i.e. 4,5 l/s per person
in a room with two occupants. The supply airflow was quite high because of the warm-air
heating system - 421 l/s, of which 80% of the
total flow is recirculation air.
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A co analyzer was connected to the main return2
air auct in control system 2, (fig 3:4).
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c = Additional air rate for room
without windows

The co analyzer was connected to damper motors
2
via a computer
for regulation of recirculation
air-flow. The computer regulated the recirculation air-flow so that the co2 level, (eg. 700 ppm)
was maintained in the return air.
In control system 3, when the outdoor air damper
was regulated by a timing function, the level of
carbon dioxide concentration varied similarly to
the concentration when the damper opening was
fixed. The damper was opened at 07.45 and closed
at 15.30. The damper takes 1,5 hours to move from
fully open to fully closed.
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Samp l ing
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---.;. SuJply
air

Computer

Fig 3:4

COz. -analyzer

The Principle of a co -controlled
2
'lentilation System.

3.2.2 Methods for measuring indoor-air quality
There

~s

a selection of parameters that ind icate
quality to choose from. The pr imary
object~ve was to study how the concentration of
generated co 2 varied with diffe=ent ventil a tion
control systems.
indoor~air

The carbon-dioxide concentration was measur ed in
the main return-air duct with a non- di sper s ive
infrared instrument , ANDROS 302. The conce n tration was measured in the same way in the o f fices,
in severa ~ different areas in the room. Radon
concentration was also measured in the ret u rn - air
duct and the offices. Employees were i nterv iewed
during the ::: i rst and second ventilation con trol
systems. ~he interview can be found i n Appe nd i x I.
Interviews were held between 14.00 and 15 .0 0 hours,
when the indoor-air q uality was considered worst.
3.3

Results

3.3.1 Fluctuation of

co 2

in recirculated air

Figures 3:5, 3:6 and 3:7 illustrate how the carbon
dioxide concentration changed daily i n the three
ventilation control systems. The carbon-dioxide
concentration was measured in several poin t s i n
the return-air duct, after the fan, and was found
to be the' same. This shows that the concent ration
does not vary in any part of the duct's crosss e ction. The concentration cf co in t he out-door2
a i r was 350 p pm.
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co2-concentrat ion in the main recirculation air duct, (1) and outdoor air flow
(2) when the f low was r egulat ed by a
timing function damper , adjusted to the
requ i rements r eg i stered in System 2.
(System 3).

The concentration in the return-air duc t rose to
750-850 ppm when control system 1 was a pplied.
The concentration was highest at 15.00 hour s.
The changes in car bon d ioxide concentration
correspond close l y to the degree to which t he
office is occupied. The employees arr i ve a t the
office between 07.00 and 09.00 hours.
The canteen is open between 11.0 P and 13.00 hour s,
(Lunc hbreak is 30 minutes~) The employees n o rmally leave the office between 15.00 and 17.0Q hours .
In contr ol system 2, the C0 2 -concentration in the
recircul ation air was approximately 70 0 ppm.
The a~o unt of outdoor air var i ed between 1,5 and
2,3 m / s . 3y changing the des i red value fo r
co -conc entration by 50 ppm, the average value
2
of outdoor air flow was changed ~Y 10%.
When the outdoor air flow was regulated according
to a set timin g function, the carbon dioxide
concentratio~ corresponded fairly wel l to t he
conditions reg·istered in control stra t egy 2.
3.3.2 Local variations of co -coh centration in
2
a n office
\
Local variatio ns of co -concentrktion were
2

I
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meas~red

in a typical office, with an area of
18 m , normally occupied ·by two persons.
Measurements were taken at five points, on
three different levels, (fig 3:8) at 14.00 hours,
when the CO -concentration in the return air duct
of the buil~ing was 830 ppm. (Control strategy 1).

According to these measurements, the concentration was highest just under the ceiling, near a
window, (fig 3:9). The concentration in supply
air was 580 ppm, and 880 ppm in the return air.
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co 2 -concentration in an office was
measured in five places in the room, at
three levels above the floor in each place.
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3.3.3

Local variations of CO--concentration in
a typical office for t~o occupants.

Com~arisons of var i ation in
different rooms

co 2

leve l

in

At 14 . 00 hours the co - conc entrat i on in d i ffer e n t
2
rooms var i eC. fr o m 670 p pm to 1020 ppm . The
concentr aticn was measured near the extractor by
a return -air window. The concentration was
approximately 670 ppm in the corridors. The
highest ccncen tration, (1020 ppm) was measured
in an office for two occupants, in which three
persons had i n cidentally worked for the whole
day.
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3.3.4 Radon
The radon concentration in the main recirculation
air duct varied during the day, as shown by
curve 1 on the graph in fig 3:10. The concentration begins to rise as soon as the outdoor-air
damper and fans are switched off at 20.000 hours,
and falls when the fans are switched on at
05.30.
3
The daytime level was 10-1j Bq/m , and the nighttime level was 60-120 Bq/m . Fig 3:10 also
illustrates how the radon concentration varies in
the return-air duct over a 24-hour period, when
the fans are on full, and 100% recirculation all
night, (curve 2 on the graph).
The maximum concentration was considerably lower
in this case, which could be due to leakage in
through _dampers and openings in the building.
Otherwise, the level in different parts of the
building was equalized.
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Radon concentration over a 24~hour
period in the main recirculation air
duct. 1. Normal operation. 2. Full fan
speed with 100% recirculation air for
the whole night.

3.3.5 Aerosols
Aerosols could be equally good indicators of
indoor-air quality as carbon dioxide, (fig 3:11).
However, the concentration of aerosols is greatly
affected by the number of smokers, wich is not
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the case to the same extent with

co2

l e vel.

Furthermore special peaks in aerosol concen tration ari se when employees arrive a t work, a nd
when they leave. This is probably due to mo vement
of dust particles in the air when t her e is movement in the building.
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Concentration of aerosols in the
return-air duct.

3.3.6 Results of the subjective analy s is
Fig 3 : 12 illustrates employees' opinion abo ut
temperature, ventilation a n d air-qual i ty when
control system 1, (timing function ) and system 2 ,
(co 2 -controlled) were employed.
No sig nificant difference or opinion a bout comfort
using either of the systems can be foun d in the
results~

Of the 180 employees interviewed, 99 were subjected to control system 1, and 88 to con trol system
2. The q uestionaire appears in A?pendi x I.
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4

AIR-QUALITY Cot;JTROL WITH A GASCHROMATOGRAPHE

At the same t:i.me as co - content :neasurements were
taken i~ t..~e building , 2 a gasc hro:natographic
analysis of the indoor-air was carried out over
several days. The intention was to study the
connection between co 2 content and the presence
of other air pollutanes.
The res ~ lt can be surunarized by an extr act from
a diagr a m, (fig 4 : 1).
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Concentration of other gases i n relation
to co 2 •

There i s no apparent connection ~etween co and
2
other g a ses. The abnormally high level of other
gas pollutant s at 14.00 hours on the first day
can, however, be due to incidental gases - from a
cop ying machin e, for examp l e. Apart from this pea k
in the curve 1 a certain likeness can be seen in
the curves. It is emphasized that the co2 -curve
ought generally to be proportional to t he number
of occupants in the b uilding, whereas t he curve
for the G.C. analysis also contains emissions
from building material.
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In a supplementary study, an identification of
occuring substances has been made. On the whole,
the same substances are found in room air in
Sweden and Denmark. Some new substances have,
nevertheless, been observed, of which dichlorobenzene was one. An isomer of this substance is
found in solvents.
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E~ERGY

SAVI~G

The energy requirements fo r heating o f outdoorair depend on the amount in question. This has,
during c o ntro l s ystem 2, (co - contro l led) been
2
calc ulated and compared with the amount of out door-air when the flow is constant dur ing opera ting time, (Control system 1). For most o f the
year, the;outdoor-air flow is na~urally determined by the temperature. This occurs whe n the
internal heat i ng in the building is eno ugh to
heat the outdoor-air. However, when the outdoor
temperature is lower, the hygiene demand becomes
the determining factor for the air-flow, and t h e
require:nent - adapted co2 -control provides an
annual sav i ng of about 40% in this case . This
occurs when the desired value for co - c oncentra t i on
2
is set at 700 ppm. If the value is lowered to
650 ppm , the savin g d ecreases to 10%. The savin g
increases correspondingly if the value is raised
to more than 7 00 p pm.
In control system 3, where the outdoor -air flow
is controlled by timing function dampers, which
are s imilar to the curves f o r co - controlled
2
dampers s et at 700 ppm , a saving of 30% can be
made.

"
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COMPONENT AND SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT

A control system based on measuring the CO concentration is most valuable in building~ where
the occupants themselves are the main cause of
pollutants. When planning such a system, it is
advantageous if the building is divided up into
zones with equal numbers of occupants.
Rooms used seldom, or at limited times should,
in principle, be treated as separate control zones.
In office buildings, for example, ventilation in
conference rooms should be separated from that
of the rest of the building.
If such a division is possible, it is desirable
that the analyzer equipment has a central unit
for all the zones, i.e. the analyzer should have
such an effective air-pump that pipes for testing
can lead to different parts of the building.
A 30-minute sampling cycle should be satisfactory
in most cases, as the co 2 -concentration seldom
varies so quickly.
There are several different types of co 2 -analyzers
in existence. That they are operatively reliable,
and, for example, easily calibrated with outdoorair is of great importance. They must be designed
to withstand dusty conditions, but at the same
time, consideration must be taken as to whether
they can be placed in a separate cupboard or room.
Their accurancy should be approximately ±10 ppm
over a range of 300-2500 ppm. The air pump should
be ~o reliable that the only maintenance required
is changing the pump filter.
The regulators funcion most effectively with slow
changes in co2-concentration if they are microprocessor-based PID, in which the derivation time
is 30-40 minutes. The derivation time for a
standard controller is only 1-10 minutes, which
causes undesirable fluctuations in the outdoor-air
flow.
In order that the above described principle can
be put into more general practice, it is necessary that the co analyzer becomes less expensive.
2
A greater demand should result in development of
new and cheaper components. A tight-fittning fan
with a simple and cheap control device is an
example of an inportant component.
Viewpoints concering developments of components
for co2-controlled ventilation systems have been
made available by Bo Gostring, The Swedish Manufacturers of air handling equipment in the mechanical, electrical and electronic engineering Industry.
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DISCUSSION

The study that has been carried out has illustrated that a control system b ased on constant co 2
concentration in the indoor -air is via~le.
However , more experimental work must be carried
out in order to determine a suitable co -concen2
tration level , as energy saving is strongly
dependent on this. Attention s hould be given to
choosin9 where, and in how many places measurements are to be made.
Interviews with employees provided no air in
determining the outdoor-air requirement and
venti l ation effectivity. Most employees were
satisfied with the prevailing quality o f the
indoor-air, regardless of which control system
was being used.
Aerosol concentration could perhaps be used as
a reference substance for controlling the outdoorair flow, but this demands more work with measuring
instruments , and a more reliable method of determining a su i table desired value for CO -concentration.
Calibration of the CO analyzers, (2 different
ones) that were used ~uring the test posed no g reat
problems. A s l ow varia t ion in the ac t ual value
in re l ation to the a d justed des i red value was
found in one of the a nalyzers, but an annual
control should be sufficien t, and is t he presen t
recommendation.
No dangerously high concentrati ons of other
pollutants have been discovered , either f rom
measurements or interviews. If the radon
concentration is con s idered to be high dur i~g
the morning , steps c a n be taken to air the
building before employees arrive.
The principle of co 2 -controlled venti l ation is
of greatest value in buildings where t he degree
of occupancy varies g reatly and irregu larly,
eg. schools , department-stores, banks, postoffices , conference-rooms, theatres, cinemas
and restaurants.
The p i lot study that has been carried out has
illustrated the function of the principle under
good supervis i on of equipment. Before a general
application o f the method can begin, further
development projects must certainly be carried
out, i n which profitab i lity can be studied, a
factor that can be jeopardized due to supervision
requirements and uncertainty in planning and
performance .
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APPENDIX I

QUESTIONAIRE FOR SUBJECTIVE REGULATION

1•

Floor

2.

Facade

a.

east

b.

west

3.

Sex

a.

man

b.

woman

4.

What is the temperature like in your room
today?
1. Cold
2. Cool
3. Pleasant
4. Warm
5. Hot

5.

Does the temperature change in your room
during the day?
1. Not at all
2. Very little

3. A little

6.

4. Quite a lot
5. A great deal
What is the ventilation like in your room?
1 • To strong
2. Strong
3. Just right

4. Insufficient
5. Totally inadequate

7.

What is the air-quality like at this moment?
1. Very bad
2. Quite bad
3. Acceptable
4. Quite good
5. Excellent

8.

Does the air-quality vary during the day?
1. Not at all
2. A little
3. Very slightly
4. Quite a lot
5. A great deal

If it varies, why?
How many cigarettes do you smoke during a
working day?
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APPENDIX II
SWEDISH MA~ UFACTURERS OF AIR
HANDLI NG EQUIPMENT I N THE
SWEDISH l'IUillE
Assoc i atio~
electric~!

PROMEMORIA
1982-04-14 BG/KE

for Mechanical and
engineeri ng

Bo Gostring

co 2 -controlled

venti lation systems, components

Components

Those components that, in constructi on and/or function, can be
affected by their installation in
a CO -controlled system are principal ly control system and dampers.

ana

inst~llation

Cont rol sy3tem Those demands made upon the control
system ' s components and function,
(sensor, co 2 ana~yzer, microcomputer) , mus~ be investigated
further, since it concerns a new,
commercially untested application.
The control system, (especially
the gas analyzer), is, at present
substantially more costly t h an
the conventional system.
A new market for these products
could certainly lead to development of function-adapted, op eratively r eliable and cheaper products.
If some form of scanning could be
put into practice, so that a co 2
analyzer could be used as a
sensor in several points, this
would bring about a more flexibl e
system.
As an alternative to sensors in
the junction canal, sensors could
be placed in the exhaust-air duct
from a few of the "critical" rooms,
i.e. conference rooms and other
rooms with temporarily high occupancy.
This system could be used in cases
where separate units are used in
certain rooms.
Dampers

One ~ondit i on for exact and stable
regulation is that chosen dampers
must have a suitable, (i deally
linear) regulatory system.
Possibilities should exi st f or
developing dampers with better
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qualities in this aspect than
those on today's market. In the
case of function of dampers, it is
easier to control air-flows
according to co~-level than demand
a set recirculaeion-air level.
Installation

Technically, there is no appreciable difference as far as
installation is concerned, between
requirement-controlled and conventional systems, apart from the
control system, wich should not
cause any installation problems.
The demand for good air tightness
must be regarded both in assembly
and use (Air tightness class B).
Responsibility for a new and untested control system is a legal
problem for the contractor when
installation has been carried out.

Adjustment

Special care must be taken over
adjustment of the air-flows.
Adjustment of the control system
should be carried out by a specialist in this field.

Operation

Even during operation, care and
maintenance of the control system
must be precise, eg. during the
regular calibrat~on of the co2analyzer.

Economy

co2-controlled ventilation is
generally considered to be an
economically advantageous alternative. An estimate of profitability
must, however, be made with special
regard to the following factors,
and others:
Type and construction of building
Choice of system and components
Operational maintenance
Profitability criteria, (costs of
energy, repayment period).
It can be concluded that, from the
ventilation branch's viewpoint, it ·
should be possible for CO -controlled ventilation systems t3 be introduced with the present availability
Of products and technical kn9w1edge of installation, provided
that the control system i reliable.
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